The gas phase adsorption of 118 organic molecules on graphite and graphene was studied by calculating their molecule-surface binding energies, Ecal*, using molecular mechanics MM2 parameters. Due to the general lack of reported experimental binding energy values for organic molecules with graphene, E*(graphene), it was considered desirable to have a simple but effective method to estimate these values. Calculated binding energy values using a three-layer model, Ecal*(3), were compared and correlated to published experimental values for graphitic surfaces, E*(graphite). Published values of experimental binding energies for graphite, E*(graphite), were available from gas-solid chromatogramphy in the Henry's Law region over a range of temperature. Calculated binding energy values using a one-layer model, Ecal*(1), were compared to the three-layer Ecal*(3) values and found to consistently be 93.5% as large. This relation along with an E*(graphite) and Ecal*(3) correlation was used to develop a means to estimate molecule-graphene binding energies. Using this approach we report estimated values of 118 molecule-graphene binding energy values.
Introduction
Graphene is a now well-known single layer of carbons arranged in a hexagonal configuration. Multiple layers of graphene stacked upon each other and held together by van der Waal forces form graphite. Graphene is of great interest because of its many unique properties [1, 2] . Graphene is transparent, light, and an excellent conductor of electricity and heat. Its transparency and electric conductivity are desirable properties for touch screen electronic devices. Graphene's thermal and electrical conductivity outperform copper. At room temperature, copper has a thermal conductivity of 401 Wm 
·K
−1 [3] . The electrical conductivity of copper is 0.60 × 10
6 Ω −1 ·cm −1 and graphene's is 0.96 × 10
6 Ω −1 ·cm −1 [3] . The breaking strength of graphene is approximately 42 N/m and an equivalent thickness, steel has a value of 0.40 N/m [3] . In addition to these striking graphene properties, one promising application of this unique two-dimensional material is as a molecular sensor.
Graphene-based devices have been considered for various electronic and optoelectronic devices as well as gas sensors and biosensors [4] . A single layer of graphene, bilayer of graphene, few-layers of graphene, or modified graphene surface can act as a sensor when a molecule adsorbs on the surface and changes the graphene's electric conductivity or other measureable property. The change in conductivity or other property can then be correlated with amount of molecules adsorbed [5] . For example, the electrical conductivity of a graphene fabricated device was observed to increase linearly with an increase of carbon dioxide in the 10 to 100 ppm range [6] .
In order to exploit the potential applications of graphene as gas sensors, the adsorption of a series of small gas molecules on pristine graphene and Si-doped graphene have been investigated by ab initio calculations [7] . Their theoretical results indicated that the electronic properties are sensitive to oxygen and nitrogen dioxide adsorption, but not as much modified by the adsorption of carbon monoxide and water [7] . The adsorption of inorganic molecules including water, ammonia, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, and nitrogen oxide on a graphene substrate were considered using first-principles calculations [8] . Graphene surfaces and variously modified graphene surfaces have been used to develop gas sensor devices and successfully have been used to detect ammonia [9] , sulfur dioxide [10] , nitrogen dioxide [11] , nitrogen dioxide and ammonia [12] , carbon dioxide [6] , acetone [13] , hydrogen sulfide [14] , and hydrogen [15, 16] . A variety of surface modifications have been explored and their detection effects examined [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Adsorption can be studied theoretically by calculating the adsorption interaction energy (binding energy) of a molecule on the surface. A molecule with higher binding energy should have greater adsorption on the graphene surface. For example, given the same amounts of two different molecules in the gas phase (atmosphere surrounding the graphene sensor surface, for example), the ratio of the amounts of those two molecules physically adsorbed on the surface would be different depending on the relative binding energy. The molecule with the stronger binding energy would be expected to be favored in surface physisorption. Therefore, the study of binding energy is important for developing sensors and correlating sensor responses to amounts physically adsorbed and further correlating these amounts to the actual concentrations in a complex mixed molecule environment around the sensor.
It would be useful to be able to predict single layer graphene binding energies for a variety of organic molecules. There is a lack of gas phase experimental binding energies for organic molecules on graphene. However, there have been many experimental studies relating to molecule adsorption on graphite. Using this moleculegraphite binding energy data, our approach is to study the relationship of calculated and experimental graphite adsorption energies and also of calculated graphite and calculated graphene binding energies. Assuming suitable relations are found then it should be possible to calculate molecule-surface binding energies on graphene or graphite and then predict experimental binding energies of molecules on graphene.
Previous studies showed that MM2 molecular mechanics parameters for atom-carbon van der Waals (vdW) interactions are suitable to effectively predict moleculecarbon surface binding energies [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In these prior studies of gas-solid interactions, the standard augmented MM2 parameters developed by Allinger [26, 27] were used to estimate the binding energies of organic molecules interacting with various model carbon surfaces [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The adsorption of neutral molecules on a carbon surface is dominated by dispersive van der Waals (vdW) forces. In previous studies [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] molecule-surface steric energy differences for an adsorbate molecule adjacent to or far from a model adsorbent surface were used to estimate the energy due to adsorption, the binding energy. Although force field calculations do not reference electronic behavior, they have been widely used for determining minimum energies and optimized molecular geometries [28] .
Experimental Data
A review of the literature revealed a lack of experimental organic molecule-graphene interaction energies. However, a significant number of organic molecule-graphite interaction energies have been reported. These experiments typically utilized either thermal programmed desorption (TPD) or gas-solid chromatography (GSC). TPD experiments usually give information about multilayer or monolayer desorption and so molecule-molecule interactions cannot be ignored [21] . However, many GSC determinations involved finding the low coverage Henry's constants and so reflect the interaction of isolated molecules with the carbon surface.
Sample gas corrected retention times can be converted to a Henry's law adsorption constant (K H ). In various published studies these Henry law constants were obtained over a range of temperature values [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . A plot of the natural logarithm of K H versus the reciprocal of the temperature (d ln K H /d/T) gives a plot whose slope is E*/R where E* is the molecule-surface binding energy or adsorption interaction energy and R is the gas constant. If given as R = 0.001986 kcal·K
·mol −1 then the slope times R gives the E* value in kcal/mol. As E* increases then it indicates stronger molecule surface interactions.
Published Studies using Graphitized Thermal Carbon Black (GTCB) were selected as suitable graphitic adsorbents. A total of 118 different organic molecules with a variety of structures and functionality determined from GSC on suitable graphitic surfaces were identified and are reported in Table 1. Table 1 gives the assigned molecule number, molecule name, chemical formula, reference source for value, experimental value E*, and the organic group to which the molecule is assigned. Experimental binding energy data are reported in various units but were converted to kcal/mol for all comparisons. The experimental binding energies or physisorption interaction energies are commonly reported in eV, meV, kJ/mol, and Kelvin. The conversion factors used were based on the relations 1 kcal/mol = 4.336411 × 10 −2 eV = 43.36411 meV = 4.184 kJ/mol = 503.217 K.
Theory
The energy of a molecule calculated from molecular mechanics, E MM , (augmented MM2 parameters were used in this work) is a sum of covalent and noncovalent energies. The MM2 covalent energy contributions include stretch, stretch-bend, angle, dihedral, improper torsion; and the noncovalent energy contributions include electrostatics, hydrogen-bonding, and van der Waals. The van der Waals interaction energy, E vdW , is a parameter that contributes to the noncovalent bond energy, and the Van der Waals radius of atoms dominates the moleculegraphite and molecule-graphene interactions. If two nonbonded atoms are pushed too close together, they will strongly repel from one other. If they are at a suitable intermediate range, they will experience a mutual attrac- 
where E m is the energy of an isolated gas phase molecule, E s is the energy of the isolated surface adsorbent material, and E ms is the energy of the molecule and solid surface system where the molecule is placed on the surface to represent the adsorbed state [21] . Considering the equation above to represent the final minus the initial state, the molecule has gone from being free in the gas phase to being adsorbed on the surface. The energy of adsorption is a negative energy value but the values are reported here as absolute values and in kcal/mol since these units are frequently used in molecular modeling. Desorption energies would be positive values since an input of energy is required. The equation above is equivalent to considering the energy difference, ∆E, as near far
with respect to the energy of the molecule adsorbed on the surface, E near , and the energy of the separated and non-interacting molecule and surface, E far . Therefore Ecal* = ∆E. To distinguish the experimental and calculated binding energies they are indicated as E* and Ecal*, respectively. The experimental binding energies on a single layer graphene surface and many layer graphite surface are reported as E*(graphene) and E*(graphite), respectively. Molecular modeling values of a one layer graphene and a three layer graphite surface are indicated as Ecal*(1) and Ecal*(3), respectively. In prior work it has been shown that a three graphene layer was adequate to represent molecule-graphite interactions in molecular modeling calculations [21] . More than 90% of the vdW interaction is due to the first layer, less than 10% due to the second layer and 1% or less due to the third layer in the MM2 parameters for molecule carbon surface interactions [21] . Our interest is in predicting E*(graphene) values for organic molecules. This work considers how E*(graphene), E*(graphite), Ecal*(1), and Ecal*(3) are all intercomnected.
The relationship between the experimental E*(graphite) and calculated Ecal*(3) can be expressed as
where α is the coefficient or equation multiplied by Ecal*(3) to approximate E*(graphite). This equation assumes either a simple linear relation with a fixed α or an α based on an equation to provide a connection between the experimental and model calculated values and assumes a relation that scales to zero as the values decrease.
Such a relation was observed and various methods used to generate the α term or equation are discussed subsequently.
The relationship between the calculated values for the graphene one-layer and graphite three-layer model surfaces may be expressed as
where β is the coefficient multiplied by Ecal*(3) to approximate Ecal*(1). This equation assumes a linear relation between the molecular modeling binding energies calculated for our graphene one layer surface model and our graphite three-layer surface model and a relation that scales to zero as the values decrease. Such a relation was observed between these calculated values and will be discussed.
We further assume that the relationship between the experimental E*(graphene) and calculated Ecal*(1) will be analogous to Equation (3) and thus can be expressed as
Based on the above equations, predictions of moleculegraphene binding energies can be made by calculating Ecal*(1) and using Equation (5) or instead by calculating Ecal*(3) and using the relation below that results from combining Equations (4) and (5) Such an approach gives a means to reasonable estimate binding energies on graphene provided Equations (3) and (4) are found to be valid.
Prior work on flat, rough, and porous surfaces has indicated that MM2 parameters may be used to calculate molecule-surface binding energies that compare well to experimental values obtained from gas-solid chromatography (GSC) in the Henry's Law region of low coverage over a range of temperatures [22] [23] [24] [25] . With a modified model that took into account molecule-molecule nearest neighbor interactions, monolayer coverage binding energies were obtained that compared well to values obtained from thermal program desorption (TPD). For example the published E* and our calculated Ecal* associated with monolayer desorption from graphite were found to be 0.50 and 0.52, 0.72 and 0.71, 1.41 and 1.47, and 2.18 and 1.86 eV for benzene, o-dichlorobenzene, coronene, and ovalene, respectively [21] .
Previously binding energies for DNA/RNA nucleobases adsorbed on single layer graphene were calculated [43] . These calculations using direct classical MM2 parameters without modification compared well to more sophisticated quantum calculations. The molecular mechanics Ecal* values were observed to be between the values from Moller-Plesset perturbation theory which were reported to overestimate and the values from density functional theory (DFT) which were reported to underestimate molecule-surface binding energies [43] .
The goal of this work is to develop a simple and effective means to estimate molecule-surface binding energy values for a variety of organic molecules adsorbed on graphene by comparisons to known molecule-graphite binding energy values.
Analysis and Results
Molecular mechanics MM2 calculations were performed with Scigress computer software (Fujitsu, Version 7.7.0) with the geometry optimized in mechanics using augmented MM2 parameters. The graphene model surface consisted of one layer of 702 benzene rings with no hydrogen atoms. The graphite model surface consisted of three of these layers each containing 702 rings. The layers were oriented in the form of Bernal graphite with the first layer and third layer directly aligned and the second layer offset by half a benzene ring.
To simulate the adsorption of molecules with graphite or graphene, molecules were oriented parallel to the surface and adjusted to maximize the physical interaction of molecules on the surface. The rules used for molecule placement were that first, a carbon from a methyl group of the molecule was placed above the middle of the center benzene ring in the top layer. The carbon was placed in the middle by making it equidistant from 3 alternating carbon atoms in the ring. Second, if the molecule was a cyclo or benzene containing molecules with no attached alkyl groups attached, then some carbon in the ring was selected and centered above the surface six member ring. Third the molecule was further oriented so that the more polarizable atoms were nearest the surface. The molecule was then pushed in closer than an expected optimal separation. With distances between the molecules and the surfaces of approximately 0.23 -0.27 nm, the molecules were pushed out to the optimal distance after the molecular mechanics energy optimization calculation.
The 118 molecules listed in Table 1 were modeled and optimized as isolated molecules in the gas phase to calculate E m , and as described above, the molecules were then placed on a graphite model surface to calculate the E ms energy. For each molecule these two values were used along with the E s energy for the graphite three-layer model surface and Equation (1) to calculate Ecal*(3). The model-based calculated values of Ecal*(3) for 118 molecules are given in Table 2 where they may be compared to the experimental values found in Table 1 . The ratios of E*(Graphite)/Ecal*(3) were found to vary from 0.77 to 1.12 and these values also are given in Table 2 .
A series of different approaches were examined to find the best means of correlation between the E*(graphite) and Ecal*(3) values. These approaches included (Method I) direct correlation of all data, (Method II) correlations of molecule subsets, (Method III) correlation of rigid and flexible subgroups, and (Method IV) correlation based on consideration of fraction of non-hydrogen atoms that are sp 3 carbon atoms.
In Method I values of E*(graphite) vs. Ecal*(3) were plotted and a linear regression through the origin determined. A graph through the origin is desirable so that the E*(graphite) and Ecal*(3) values scale to zero appropriately. The resultant linear equation (see Figure 1) is
with R 2 = 0.8906 and n = 118. In Method II comparison, the 118 molecules were divided into 11 different functional groups that included aldehyde, alkane, alkene/alkyne, alkyl alcohol, alkyl amine, aromatic amine, benzene derivative, chlorobenzene, cycloalkane, ketone, and thiophene. E*(graphite) data versus Ecal*(3) data, were plotted for each of the 11 groups of molecules. As mentioned previously, for appropriate scaling all linear regressions were required to go through the origin. Table 3 gives the number of data points, the slope, and the R 2 values for each group. The data points available within a group varied from a low of 4 molecules in the cycloalkane category to a high of 24 in the benzene derivative category. As shown in Table 3 , the R 2 values varied from a low of 0.8726 for cycloalkane (n = 4) to a high of 0.9756 for alkene/alkyne (n = 7). The slopes varied from a low of 0.8729 for alkane to 1.0312 for chloroaromatic. Recall that for the combined set of all the molecules (n = 118) the R 2 value was 0.8906. All the subset groups have a higher R 2 except for the cycloalkane at 0.8726.
Method III was based on the observation that the linear regressions of aromatic amine, benzene derivative, chloroaromatic, and thiophene have slopes of 1.0169, 0.9633, 1.0312, and 0.9936, respectively. This indicates that the computed interaction energies, Ecal*(3) values that without modification agreed well with the experimental values of E*(graphite). So if a molecule had a benzene or other flat ring structure such as the thiophene, the molecule was classified as "rigid." Therefore the aromatic amine, benzene derivative, chloroaromatic, and thiophene groups were combined and considered together as the rigid group. When all these data (n = 60) are plotted together, the correlating equation is   E graphite 0 9918 Ecal 3 * .  Table 3 for these seven groups was 0.8556 with a 0.0280 standard deviation. When all these "flexible" data (n = 58) are plotted together, the correlating equation is

with (R 2 = 0.9621). To reconcile the differences observed for the "rigid" and "flexible" molecules and to have one common equation and one correlation for all the molecules, a different approach was needed. We observed that the MM2 vdW parameters for the sp 3 carbon atoms were overestimating their carbon surface interactions and hence could be correlated only by using about 85% of their estimated binding energy values. The flexible m minated by tetrahedral bonded carbons which we label below as C-sp 3 atoms. However, the trigonal planar sp 2 carbons dominated the so called rigid molecules had MM2 vdW parameters that matched well with the experimental interaction energies and hence had slopes close to one. In examining the individual molecules we were able to observe variations depending on the number of C-sp 3 atoms and C-sp 2 and other atoms. These observations led to the next approach.
In Method IV for every molecule all non-hydrogen atoms were counted and placed into one of two categories. The atom was either a sp 3 hybridized carbon or not. The non sp 3 carbon atoms included sp 2 trigonal planar bonding carbon atoms, sp linear bonding carbon atoms, and all other atoms such as oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur. All hydrogen atoms were excluded from the counting process. So the relations may be summ 
where n total is the total number of nonhydrogen atoms, n C-sp3 is the number of sp 3 carbon atoms, n other is the number of all other nonhydrogen and non sp 3 carbon atoms, f C-sp3-c is the fraction of sp 3 carbon atoms, and f other total other other
is the fraction of all other nonhydrogen atoms. Using the above relations then the Equation (3) may be written as
c and c are the best fit coefficients C-sp3 other the fraction of sp 3 carbon atoms and non-hydrogen atoms, respectively. T tion (3) is now represented as α = (c C-sp3 f C-sp3 + c other f other ). The c C-sp3 and c other were derive regression calculation using E*(g values in Table 1 
di graphene, the second and third layers were removed from molecules already placed on the graphite model using the procedure previously des The E ms was recalculated for each molecule after MM optim 3.5% of the calculated value on graphite. Th multiplied by fraction of other he α term in Equad from multilinear raphite) and Ecal* (3) and f other values for each of the 118 molecules. The best fit coefficients for c sp3-C was found to be 0.8180 and for c other was found to be 1.0221.
The originally calculated Ecal*(3) for each of the 118 molecules could then be modified by the equa Equation (14) and are given in Table 2 The linear regression for E*(graphite) versus Ecal*(3)-modified (n = 118) gave a slope of 1.0000 and (R 2 = 0.9647). While still using the standard MM2 parameters this approach provides a fairly simple modification that provides reasonable estimates of E*(graphite). A comparison of Figures 1 and 3 shows a change of R 2 from 0.8906 to 0.9647 indicating a significant improvement in the correlation.
Next, it was necessary to determine values of Ecal*(1). A molecule must have same placement and orientation for accurate comparison. The only part that should be fferent was the number of layers for the surface. To convert graphite to cribed. 2 ization and then used with E m values and an E s (graphene) calculated value to find Ecal*(1) using Equation (1) . The average ratio of Ecal*(1)/Ecal*(3) for the 118 molecules gave an average and standard deviation of 0.9350 ± 0.004. Figure 4 shows a plot of Ecal*(1) versus Ecal*(3) and the slope based on a linear regression was 0.9349 with (R 2 = 0.9998). The results indicated the calculated binding energy of a molecule on graphene is consistently 9 us, the β from Equation (4) So we propose that using MM2 parameters for a molecule in optimized geometry and then placed on a three layer graphite surface can give a reasonable estimate of the graphene binding energy using our Equation (6) expressed after combining Equations (14) and (15) to give
Or more directly if a molecule is placed on a single layer model graphene surface, a reasonable estimate of the expected molecule-graphene interaction or binding energy is obtained from the above as α = (c C-sp3 f C-sp3 + c other f other ). .
Discussion
It is assumed that the graphite correction also can be applied to graphene. This assumption is reasonable considering a single carbon layer accounts for 93.5% of the MM2 graphite binding energies for the 118 molecules considered. The c Csp3 and c other above are taken directly from Equation (15) . The α in Equation (3) is now represented from e binding energy of an adsorbate molecule on an adsorbent surface can be affected by molecule size, molecule orientation, and the nature of surface. For organic molecules adsorbed on graphitic surfaces, van der Waals forces tend to dominate the inmoleserves E* values of 12.4 and 8.9 kcal/mol, respectively. More atoms in a molecule increases the vdW forces. For example, comparing molecules M12 decane and M11 butane, one observes E* values of 16.1 and 6.8 kcal/mol, respectively. Different orientations of the molecule and different conformations can also affect the binding energy. Orientations of molecules were selected to have the maximum contact with the su to find the lowes surface, we chose the most polarizable atom facing the surface as previously described because the vdW is stronger with more polarizable atoms near the surface and a flat orientation to put as much of the molecule on the surface as possible.
The approach illustrated in Table 3 was to divide the experimental values into one of nine subgroups based on the molecular structure of the adsorbate. With the exception of the cycloalkane group that only had four molecules and R 2 = 0.8726, all the remaining R 2 values were better than the set of all 118 molecules with R 2 = 0.8906. The R 2 for the eight other groups ranged from 0.8971 up to 0.9971. However it was desirable to have one general equation that would allow calculation of Ecal* for whatever molecule was selected without regard to functional group.
As shown in Table 2 , our coefficients and the equation do not make our Ecal* values match with E* exactly. However, our modification provides a reasonable approach to interpret the over-calculated values for the atoms with sp 3 hybridizations and improves the match of calculated and experimental values. Using the values of the E*/Ecal*(3) ratios g 09 standard deviation. Using the values of the E*/ Ecal*(3)-modified ratios gives an average of 1.01 and 0.07 standard deviation. This modification was necessary to successfully predict the binding energy. Figure 1 shows the E* versus Ecal* plots somewhat scattered with R 2 of 0.8906 and a slope of 0.9321. However, Figure 3 shows E* versus Ecal*(3)-modified with a slope of 1.0000 and R 2 of 0.9647. So Equation (15) provides an effective method to estimate E*(graphite) by modifying computed values of Ecal*(3). There is a regular relation between Ecal*(1) a .5% of the Ecal*(3) values as shown in Figure 4 and in Table 2 .
Our initial adjustment for the scatter in Figure 1 was to place molecules in categories of rigid (ring containing) or flexible (no ring) as illustrated in Table 3 based on the slopes that were near one for aromatic amine, benzene derivatives, chloroaromatic, and thiophene groups but clearly less than one for the remaining seven groups. While this division into two categories led to improved correlation coefficients with R 2 equal to 0.9621 and 0.9130 for the flexible and rigid, respectively the cause of this difference was based on the overestimate of vdW forces between the surface carbon atoms and sp 3 carbon atoms. For instance, Table 2 shows the ratio of E* (graphite)/Ecal*(3) is 0.87 for n-butyl benzene (M83) but for naphthalene (M85) this ratio is 1.02 meaning the calculated and experimental are in close agreement. Both molecules have same number of carbons but the Ecal* is about 15% too large due to the calculated vdW energy being too hig Since this overestimation occurs in a regular pattern we were able to adjust the Ecal* simply based on the fraction of nonhydrogen atoms that were sp 3 carbon atoms. This adjustment was accomplished by Equation (15) where the fraction of sp 3 carbons is multiplied by 0.8180 Ecal* to give its E* contribution to E* and the fraction of all other nonhydrogen atoms is multiplied by 1.0221 Ecal* to give its contribution to E*. We see that on average sp 3 carbons have a value that is too high and all slightly low. To test the application of our approach a molecule not in the original set of 118 molecules was selected for estimation of E*(graphite) and E*(graphene). C. Thierfelder et al. reported calculated binding energies of methane on graphene with five different methods [44] . They used a reported experimental value of methane on graphite in the range of 0.12 -0.14 eV. They also made an assumption that the binding energy of methane on graph
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orrecmers and found ns with small basis sets tended to rs. By allowing these errors to offset n adsorption due to dispe t of 118 organic molecules us ene should be about 0.01 eV less than on graphite so their estimated binding energy value for methane on graphite was E*(graphite) = 0.12 to 0.14 eV and on graphene they estimated E*(graphene) = 0.11 to 0.13 eV. Our estimated energy for Ecal*(3) for methane was 3.40 kcal/mol and Ecal*(3)-modified was 2.8 kcal/mol (0.12 eV) and the predicted Ecal*(graphite) was 2.6 kcal/mol (0.11 eV). So our estimated binding energies of E*(graphite) = 0.12 eV and E*(graphene) = 0.11 eV agree with well their suggested values.
Conclusions
The weakness of noncovalent vdW interactions presents a general challenge for more exact quantum mechanical methods and density functional theory (DFT) calculations as indicated by a comparison of 40 density functionals with noncovalent interaction energies [45, 46] . DFT results have been reported to underestimate vdW interactions [47] . However, Moller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) has been reported to overestimate the binding energies [48] . The basis set used to model a molecule and a dimer cluster (benzene-coronene for example) can greatly affect the interaction energy. This error is known as the basis set superposition error (BSSE). For benzene-coronene quantum calculations where coronene can be used to represent a graphene surface the MP2 results had to be modified by a counterpoise c tion of about 40% [48] . Tauer and Sherrill examined π-π interactions for benzene dimers and trim that MP2 calculatio have cancelling erro each other they were able to find interaction energies close, few tenths of kcal/mol, of a complete basis set couple cluster CCSD(T) limit [49] . Because of these computational challenges, for ease of use, for representations of larger surface areas or multiple molecules, and for simpler and quicker calculations it can be useful to make estimates based on molecular mechanics and the approach outlined in this work.
We used augmented MM2 parameters and classical molecular modeling to predict molecule-graphene binding energies of 118 organic molecules. Our results suggest that this method can provide useful estimates of experimental values that may otherwise be difficult to obtain. In prior work MM2 parameters and molecular mechanics calculations have been used to estimate molecule surface interaction energies on flat, rough, and porous carbon surfaces [22] [23] [24] [25] 43] .
The calculated binding energies for a molecule on the single layer graphene model were consistently found to be 93.5% of the value for the same molecule on the three-layer graphite model. This is in agreement with prior work for nucleobases on graphene and graphite that showed going from 1 to 3 layers increased binding energy by 8% to 10% [43] . The MM2 calculations for these binding energies are dominated by vdW forces and these have been observed to give reasonable correlations when a standard 0.9 nm cutoff value was used. One implication for future sensor devices based o rsive forces on bilayer graphene is that the interaction energy for a bilayer should be very close, within a few percent, to the value for graphite.
Although the MM2 parameters were not optimized for adsorption energy calculations, the values obtained for vdW dominated adsorption on carbon give good correlations with experimental. It was observed that calculated Ecal* values had to be corrected to better agree with the experimental E* for the se ed. The calculated binding energy was corrected with simple modification using coefficients that reduced the energy contribution from all sp 3 carbon atoms by multiply the fraction of these atoms by 0.818 and the remaining carbon and heteroatoms (hydrogen atoms were not included in determining these fractions) were almost unchanged being multiplied by 1.022, respectively.
The direct MM2 results gave the ratio of E*/Ecal*(3) as 0.93 (n = 118) with a standard deviation of 0.09. The modified MM2 results gave the ratio of E*/Ecal*(3)-mod as 1.01 (n = 118) with a standard deviation of 0.07. So the direct MM2 model based binding energies were on average larger than the experimental values by about 7.5% (1/0.93 = 1.075), but after the modification described previously and given in Equation (15) , the average of all 118 values was within about one percent. Most calculated values were within 7% of the corresponding experimental ones (see Table 2 ). The slope of E* versus Ecal*(3)-mod was 1.00 with R 2 = 0.965 as shown in Figure 
3.
The modification of the Ecal*(3) calculated values should apply to the graphene also so the Ecal*(3)-mod could be multiplied by 0.935 as shown in Equation (16) to find E*(graphene). Or more directly Ecal*(1) can be converted to E*(gaphene) using Equation (17) . In other words, a molecule's interaction energy can be calculated on a three layer model or a one layer model and effectively converted to a reasonable estimate of the expected experimental interaction energy on single layer graphene surface, E*(graphene). Using our data set correlations and extending it to a molecule not included in the origin-nal set of 118 allowed us to test this method. Binding energies of 0.12 and 0.11 eV were obtained for methane and these compared well to published experimental and estimated values for graphite and graphene, respectively.
Simpler non quantum mechanical calculations based on classical molecular mechanics continue to be of use to estimate molecule-surface binding energies based on weaker dispersion forces. This molecular mechanics approach does not provide any electronic details but i us t is a eful, computationally simple approach to study molecule interactions on carbon surfaces and should be helpful to predict how strongly various molecules may be held on future single layer graphene or bilayer graphene sensor detection devices. This approach may also be useful to predict interactions in other possible applications such as surface self assembly, molecular separations, or graphene-molecule storage and delivery devices.
